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Inn TOTION 

Today there are more than 140,000,000 people in the United 

States, practically all of whom depend to some extent upon the 

25,165,000 dairy cows of the nation for food or moans of liveli- 

hood or both. So dependent has civilization become upon the sup- 

ply of milk from these cows rclta it has been said that if all 

necessities of life were to be suddenly discontinued, milk would 

be missed second only eo water. It occupier a piece of unchal,- 

longed supremacy in the diets of babies and children, and has 

come to be regarded as a necessity for optimum health for people 

of all fazes. And bocauso of its exceptionally hih food value, 

it is used by people of all income levels. 

omethini,; of the Laportance of dairy cows to the economy of 

the nation may be realised when it is considered that multiplied 

thousands of American citizens are enizaged in the production, 

processin and distribution of products from them. So vital is 

the welfare of dairy cows to the continued health and prosperity 

of the nation as a whole until every possible precaution should 

be taken for the safeguardino of their health. 

The necessity for doinz this becomes more apparent when it 

is realised that dairy cow numbers have recently declined while 

the nation's population has increased. This has so affected the 

ratio of people to cows until tere are now six people for every 

dairy cow instead of the five previously existinj. The change in 

ratio indicates that if needs for dairy products are to be EtUp.. 



plied, either a greater number of dairy cowry must be milned or 

the production per cow must be increased. 

Authorities agree that higher production per cow could be ob- 

tained simply by preventinn injuries to cows caused by slippery 

dairy barn floors. The assenelien of large herds has gradually 

brou about the construction of barn floors that have caused 

cows to be subjected to treateent for which nature made no pro- 

vision. Rather than walk en t soft carpet of grass which na- 

ture provided for the feet of cows, the dairy herds that supply 

the needs of the nation are now forced te walk on floors suf- 

ficiently hard to resist the day-b7-day treading of large numbers 

of cows. But renardloss of the hardness of the material used or 

the roughness of the surface finish applied, wear takes place and 

floors gradually but eventually become relatively smooth. 

It is these smooth aaC treacherous slippery sur'aces that 

present one of the gravest problems affecting the safety of pres- 

ent-day dairy herds. Every year losses sustained by the slipping 

and fall ian of cows on such floors reach. staggering proportions. 

In addition to injuries that cause a sharp reduction in produc- 

tion, there are often veterinary fees to pay for treatment of in- 

jured animals, to say nothing of the tine and trouble involved in 

nursing animals beak to health. And valuable breedinn animals 

have been so affected by injuries sustained in this way until 

their period 02 usefulness has been dnortened considerably or 

even terminated. 

Liecause of this recognised hazard, dairymen and breeders of 



purebree dairer cattle have attampted to adopt practices Which 

woull lessen the danger. One attempted treatment has been the 

spreadii of a thin layer of abrasive material on the floor be- 

fore cow c are turned la to be milked, but this system has the 

disadvantage of stopping up drains and of requiring considerable 

time and effort. 

It is true that slipping is not the problem in colder red - 

ions where cows are kept in the barn all the winter that it is in 

milder clieatee where they go in the barn twice daily to be milk- 

ed. Telt with the trend toward more extensive use of milking par- 

lors, the problem becomes more universal and more acute. 

slipperiness 12 not the only problem involving dairy 

barn fleory, it is conceded to be the one of greatest importunes. 

it 13 believed that thermal conductivity plays an important part 

in the prevalence of mastitis, but this is yet to bo proved. The 

prectice of placing bedding on floors ueed by cows it well eetab. 

lished, and will likely continue to be followed regardless of the 

type of floor used. This serves is insulation and, in so doi ns 

helps to solve the problem of thermal conductivity. 

urability is recognized asp a deeirable characteristic in a 

floor, but authorities believe that floor materials now in gen- 

e ral tire will last until dairy bare boeome obsolete. Sanitation 

requirements and moicture abeeretion factoes appear to be well 

taken care of by materials already in use. These features are 

all recognized as important and desirable, but they appeer to be 

much nearer a eolution than does the one involving slipperiness. 

In spite of the extreme need for solving the slipperiness 
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problem, there has been relatively little research conducted on 

it. Commercial interests have naturally directed their efforts 

town, i the leanufacture of goods better adapted to the channels of 

commerce, thereby leaving floorr of dairy barna to be constructed 

by unskilled labor on farms practically the same as they were a 

quarter of a century ago. 

With the knowledge that claire barn floor development has not 

kept pace with other dairy developments, and with the conscioes- 

nese that slippery floors are as aoostant menace to the dairy 

herds of the nation, this stuity has been undertaken with the hope 

that findings might be of value in improvinz the floors of dairy 

barns. 

MI/1M OP LITPRATURE 

According to Campbell (2), floors of dairy barns should be 

made of a material which can be easily kept clean, as sanitation 

is of paramount importance in the production of high quality milk. 

The mat -lel should also be resistant to wear, since one that 

wears out quickly will not prove satisfactory, It Should not abe 

sorb moisture, as tele would mean that filth would be absorbed 

and retained. le points out that a hard sanitary floor doer much 

to lighten labor and, at the same time, it increases cleanliness. 

A floor must have durability, strtes Fowler (5), if it is to 

withstand wear resulting frog constant treadino of animal on 

small areas with fore and. hied feet. ehonld th floor not be dur- 

able, depressions will form and will hold water and urine. Fetch 

undesirables lead to damp *tells detrimental to the general 
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health of the herd. 

farther explains that a floor should have resilience, 

wernt!7, ehould be impermeable to liquids and should be continuous. 

re favors eesilience to avoid swollen knees and hocks in cows 

from their stending for long periods on hard surfaces. It is his 

observetion that I;ootland ham considerable trouble in this way 

with in-calf heifers that aro in the been for their first winter, 

but ho points out that the Condition is less marked in cows with 

their second and subsequent calves. Pe believes that resilelence 

is of definitely more importance than is wereth. 

It is the opinion of Bainer (1) that warmth of a floor is of 

much more importence than is any other frailty. lie states that 

the rate at which heat in carried away from the cow by the floor 

deternines whether the floor is hot or cold. His explanation is 

that if a material with relatively high conductivity is used, heat 

will travel away from the surface very rapidly. fln the other 

hand, If the relative conductivity of floor material is low, heat 

will travel away from the surface slowly. This would result in 

warmer floorm. 

Thie investigator found that the most important single fac- 

tor affecting the warmth of floors was the rate at which they 

warmed up after the cows lay down on them. He cites as proof a 

case where tee cows were placed in adjoining stalls, one surfaced 

with concrete and the other with creosoted pine blocks. moth 

cows were observed to lie down at 8 p.m. Two hours later ti 

surface temperature of the pine blocks had increased froir 50 de- 

grees F. to SO degrees, an increase of 30 degrees in the two 



heure. The eurface of the concrete floor did. not roach 75 de- 

grees until 7 a.m. the following morning. The fact that seven 

hoers were required to raise the temperature of the concrete 

floor to within five degrees of that reached by the pine block 

floor in two hours indicates that considerably more heat flowed 

from the body of the cow lying on the concrete floor. 

The sae research werl:er found that the pine block floor in- 

creased in temperature 15 decrees the first hour, as compared to 

seven degrees in the same period of time for the concrete. He 

also determined that it reqeired three house for, cork brick to 

rise from 57 to 77 de ;roes, while eight hours were required for 

concrete to rise to the name level. Hin findings indiente that 

wood blocks and cork bricks were oompareble in their ability to 

maintain a warm floor but that wood blocks would last approxi- 

mately twice ae long. 

Slipperiness is a hastards aeeording to :usticn (10), whAch 

Should be carefully guarded against When constructing floors. 

This, he explains, may be taken care of by rougheninc the eurface0 

of floors. 

Nelson (13) states that it is important to protect both. men 

and cattle from injury while they are on floors in dairy bares. 

He concludes that it is a great achieve nent for a dairy farmer to 

devolcp a healthy, high-producing herd and to house it in a sere 

barn where high quality milk is produced on a eanitery, efficient 

basis. 

Accorling to Graf and :ohne= (0), sawdustecement concrete 

has been investlgated for use as barn floors. They stete that the 



use c sawdust, or ; :round wood, as an aLrenate dates back into 

ancient t; yea. Prior to the days of e;ypt, the Arabs used ground 

wood in making pottery by workin in natural clay at a binder. 

Some claim, accor3ing to these investigators, that sawdust 

properties rake possible lower thermal condnctivity, greater re- 

sistence to settlin7, vibration and Lepact and more resistance to 

changes in the weether. It is apnarent, however, these workers 

eontinue, that bark in the sawdust wee ens the mix. Ueon investi- 

gation they found that a mix containing 25 percent cement would 

set and have measurable strength in ninety days, provided it con- 

tained no bark, while the same proportion Which contained some 

bark would have little or no strength. 

They point out that While sawdust-cement material is a better 

thermal lasnlstor than concrete, it does not have as much com- 

pressive strenc;th. Tho-r further found that in order to obtain 

sufficient strength in a sawOust-cement mixture, it is necessary 

to have such a high proportion of cement until the cost, in spite 

of cheapness of sawdust, will. be greater than that of ordinary 

concrete. 

Sawdust-cament concrete is said by Skelton (15) to have com 

pressive atrength of 300 to 400 pounds per square inch. He ex- 

plains that it has a coefficient of thermal conductivity of 0.60 

to 0.70, while that for wood is 1.00 and that for concrete 8.00. 

The sawdust-cement concrete, he claims, is also water repellent 

and is relatively resistant to abrasion. 

His observation is that it not only will not support com- 

bustion but that it will withstand temperatures up to 250 de- 
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green without detrimental effect. lie rece en.cie us wie 

pine, spruce or hemlock sawdust from the main 4-1,1e to be not 

less than one year ola. Nis experience iti th z P hardwood sawdust 

has grains too mall and too uniform in size for best renelts. 

For surface wear eaneends a mix at the rats of 5 bags of ce- 

ment, 14 cubic feet sawdust eel 0 cubic feet 

gests using no more water than i<s required to brie' the mix to 

good consistency. 

According to Teutsch (17), sawdust-cement floors have much 

to recameend them. He cites the case of an Oregon dairyman who 

has used a floor of this composition for more than 20 years and 

has found it to give complete satisfestion in every respect. The 

floor eeoved to be durable, was warmer than concrete, we meter 

on the feet of cows in the herd and it still permitted the ,ni- 

tation eractices usea on a reoular concrete floor. 

The mix, he points out, was composed. of 1 sack cement, 

eueie feet of clean sawdust free from bark, 1/4 °tibia foot 

clean salle ano sufficient water for easy placing, the amount 

water to depend upon moisture content of the sawdust. He claies 

that in 2 days the mix developed compressive strength of 1,500 

to 1,700 pounds per square inch. 

In order to determine the opinion of usse rs and. inteeested 

persons of sawdust -cament concrete, hoard's Da roman ) wrote 

some 125 letters to those Who had viousle. requested infOrrnet... 

tion concern n; its use. The reason given by 100 non-users for 

their failure to adopt its use was that they were doubtful oe its 

value. Of the 25 users who replied, all except one were sett 
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fled, but they were not too enthusiastic. Sono reports 0 wear due 

to softness. Others reported that the set was rather slow bat 

that it was fire when proper17 cured. Still otherc thought that 

such floors seemed warmer Lead more resilient than other floors. 

several individuals used a mix composei of one part cement, 

two ports samduet and two parts of sand. It was the practice of 

some to screen the sawdust through a 1/4 inch meah screen prior to 

mixing. A topping two to three inches thick was uaually placed 

over a regular concrete bare. 

It is reported by Hoard's Dairyman (4) that a farmer in Il- 

linois umed creosoted wood blocks for a floor with complete 

satisfaction. These blocks did not absorb moisture, swell or 

bulge. It was further pointed out that there was no objectionable 

odor from the creosote. The user is reported to have state that 

he believea the blocks sufficiently durable to last as lon 7 as his 

barn. 

The same report indicates that a Wisconsin dairyman had no 

trouble with odor from the bloos and. only one case of heavin, 

that being Where water from a leaky tank ran under the block 

floor. It is believed by :some (4) that where objectionable odors 

arieo from the creosoted blocks, the wrong kind of oil was used 

In their treatment. 

Manufacturers recoomend, according to Hoard's Dairymen (4) 

that the moat desirable way to put down a floor of wood blocks 

is to place a smooth concrete foundation an then put the blocks 

on top of it, while Frudden ('7) feels that most catiefactory re- 

uits will 00= from placing blocks on top of said cushion avid 
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concrete. He sugt7ests putting:; fibre ends in vertical position, 

as this Position Should cause blocks to last, for a long period of 

years. t1 further suggests thnt wood block floors are absolutely 

sanitary if properly trestel with a good antiseptic preservative. 

Joints between blocks, he continues, should be filled with any of 

the cood. , sanitary joint fillers. Under these conditiono, he 

concludes, it is possible to have a dairy barn floor that is eoo- 

nomical, sanitary, permanent, simple and attrnotl.ve. 

it is the oninion of Goodman Cl that concrete floors, prop- 

erly made of desirable materials, will last for a. number of years. 

Le states that the most coon criticism of them is that they be- 

come damn and cold, but he points out that such conditions are 

often caused by 1..1proper drainage and insulation. It is his be- 

lief that only cement in the powder form, or that which can To 

pulverized easily with the hAnfl, shoalld be used.. 71r reason for 

this is that cement that has been stored in a damp place will be- 

come lumpy and will not rake strong concrete. It is inportant to 

use, the authority emphasizes, only water that is clean and just 

enoug,h of that to enable the mix to work well, as excess water 

weakens the concrete. He room snds one part cement, two narts 

sand and four parts gravel for floor use. 

Accordinr7 to rmith (16), concrete dairy barn floors are 

sanitary, moderate in cost ane permanent. He states that they 

eliinate repair cost often necessary with other types of floors. 

It is his opinion that satisfactory service from floors dependit 

upon care with which the floor is planned and built and the sub- 

sequent attention given to cows standing on it. He suggests a 
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broom finish, and feels that all floors need litter on them re. 

gardleme of their composition. 

MATFRIALS AND KETHODS 

In making a study of the slipperiness problem of dairy barn 

floors, friction taste were conducted by usinn tent specimens 

made of materials and combinations of materials thought to have a 

plane in the experieent. Specimens made were twelve incer long, 

eight inches wide and two inches thick (rig. 1). Yon obtaining 

reliable data, three uniform snecimens of each material to be 

tested were made. 

As soon as specimens were removed from forme, they wore am 

rigned numbers and, for positive and permanent identification, the 

number curAened for eneh specimen was painted am it in two dif- 

ferent placer. The three speeimenn of a given mix were numberen 

in consecutive order. 

While meet materials were sufficiently hardened to be re- 

moved from for at the end of as el-hour period, it was necessary 

to levee there containing substantial proportions of sawdust for 

as, long as V hours to prevent ceurabline. With the exception of 

pine bloe]:, plywood and griptred all epeetmene were cured upon 

beinn removed. from forms by submergine in water for a period of 

seven dayr. 

Penalizing that floor- urually have a tendency to become more 

slippery as eurfacee are worn to a smooth finish., it was desired 

to produce worn condition on test specimene in order that slip- 

periness on smooth surfaces might be compared with that 
on var.. 
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faces finished with wood float ankl bream. For producing the de- 

sired wear on one end of specimens so as to conduct the test, a 

machine (Fic. 2) was desined and constructed for wearing twelve 

specimens simultaneously. Slots were provided on the machine for 

holdinc specimens during the wearing process. Rectangular con- 

crete bloc11s six inches long, four inches wide and two inches 

thick and standardised to a weight of five and. one-half pounds 

each were passed back and forth across the test specisens by means 

of a motor-driven shaft to which. they were attached. The wearing 

surface of the blocks contained carborundum dust to a depth of 

one-half indh to make the surface more abrasive and longer last- 

ing. 

inch no weight was used other than that of the abrasive 

blocke, braces attaching blocks to shaft were adjusted loosely 

ency to permit each block to be lowered by its own as 

wear resulted, thereby oausin' desired constant weight and wear 

as the degree of wear became pro7ressively greater on test speci- 

mens. 

A machine for conductin7 slipperiness tests was desinnd 

and built (Vig. 3), the desire bein to, as nearly as possible, 

duplicate actual barn conditions under wlAch slipping would be 

expected to occur. To more nearly approach such conditions, a 

cow's foot which had been preserved was mounted on the machine as 

the object to come in contact with specimens as they were tested. 

As this foot was at rest on specien to be tested, varying speci- 

fied amounts of normal force, or vertical pressure, were applied 

to it, amounts applied registerinc, on snrinc balance Which was 



rig. 2. Machine for producin6 wear on specimens tested. Numbered specimens are shown in 

slots provided for them. 



Fig. 3. lachine designed and built for conducting slipperi- 
ness tests. Cowts foot is Ehm/n resting; upon 
surface of one of specimens tested. 



16 
the machine. The standard normal force used to press 

cow's foot against specimens tested was 20, 40, 60 and 60 pounds. 

the desired pressure wan reeietered for the test, a 

lever connected with the cowls foot and with another spring bal- 

ance was pushed until slipping of the foot occurred. Readings 

were ta1Ten from the point on the balance where slipping took 

place In order to deteraine the sliding or horizontal force re- 

quired to make the foot slip. If the first three readieee were 

identical for a given applied normal force, no further readinee 

were taca. If the readings were not the same, but were well 

grouped, five to seven readings would be made. In the event 

wider variations occurred, as many as 10 or 12 readings would be 

taken in order to obtain more accurate results. An average of 

the several readines was taken as the recorded data. 

Since the slipperiness machine was constructed for ease of 

extensive operation, the vertical pressure, or normal force, as 

registered on basso. used was no. the actual amount applied. 

This necessitated the application of a correction factor. Final 

results reflect its application. 

Ina much as wet floors influenee the de roe of slipping, and 

since they are found on many dairy farms,. all specimens were 

tested both wet and dry. The three areas of specimens tested were 

the top unworn aurfuce, top worn surface and the bottom surface, 

as the bottom was believed :smooth enouah to resemble the con- 

ditIon folmM in many floors. rxceptions (=Jetta). for specimens 

only topped ith the material tested, as there would have been no 

point in testing their bottom surfaces. Pine block., plywood and 
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griptred specimens were not tested under worn condition or on 

bottom surface. The composition of Tesiptred was such that wear 

would not have affected the desree of elipperiness; therefore, 

this phase of the test was omitted, 

In preparins griptred specimens, material was applied to the 

Clean, smooth bottom surface of ordinary concrete seecieene with 

a notched trowel, the notches being 3/32 of an inch in depth. 

When the first layer had dried, another was applied with a smooth- 

ing trowel and permitted to dry without curing under water. 

Yaterials used for topping surfacen were applied one-half 

inch thick on top of ordinary concrete base, both base and top- 

ping being made as near the same time as possible. At least the 

toppins was applied soon after the base was placei in form so as 

to be sure of adhesion of the two materials. 

Upon completion of all slipperinese tests, data obtained were 

used to determine the coefficient of fri tion for the materials 

used. The following formula wee seed in finding the coefficient 

of frictions 

or 
sliding force 
Normal force 

The coefficients of friction for naterials under each of the 

four pressures were averaged and the result was talon as the (so- 

efficient of friction for the specimen involved. By averaging 

the three coefficients of friction for each of the three speci- 

mens of a material, the coefficient of friction was obtained for 

that material when tested wet and again when tested is the dry 

form. 

Data concerning proportions of various mixes are eho 
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Fig. 4. The different materials used in the experiment, together 

with their sources, are as follows: 

1. Portland cement. Building and Repair Department, Z.aneas 
State Colle7,e, Manhattan, Kansas. 

2. Zonolite. Lambert Lumber Company, Manhattan, Kansas. 

3. Air-entrainin cement. Ash Grove Lime and Portland Ce- 
ment Company, .:sas City, Miszoari. 

4. 7anery aggregate (Type "C" and Numbar 20). The Creamery 
Package Manufacturing Company, Kansas City, Missouri. 

5, Griptred. The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, Incor- 
porated, Akron, Ohio. 

6. Foram. A. C. Horn Company, incorporated, Long Island 
City, New York. 

7. Duromit. American Flureett Company, Incorporated, Cin. 
sinnati, Chio. 

0. Aluminum oxide siaewaIL Carbor- 

undum Company, Niagara Falls, low Yor. 

9. Kreolite pine blocks. The 
Granite Laty, Illiaois. 

10. plywood. , 1 .' 

Washington. 

Jennisen--,:right Corporation, 

ood Association, Tacoma, 

11. Yellow pine sawdust. Troy Wade, Collins, Mississipni. 

12, Resaw sawdltst. Agricultural engineerin shop, Kansas 
r::tate Manhatta, SlAcas. 

13. Baydite. Carter...Waters Com,pan-j, 'ansaa nissouri. 

14. Alundum. The Norton CoTany, 'icrcester, i /assachusette. 

15. Calcium chloride. Cllemistry department, Lansas State 

College, Manhattan, Kansas. 
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s Sawdust (dry) 12 quarts 
s Sand 8 quarts 
Portland e 4 Marts 

s Same 
I 

Same 

s Sawdast (dry) U 'MU 
Portland 0 7 4,3 *marts 
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s Sasiast dry 10 quarts 
I Bond 4 quarts 
s Portland cement 12 quarts 

s Sand $0 quarts 
Portland *quest 4 quarts 
Watsm 11114 Ouarts.,(3gmkpotwa0 

Yellow 
pine 
sawdust 

Portland 
3 Gement 

J t Baydits 
s 

I 

X 

1 

$ 

s Horn foram 

Yellow 

Arse 

$ Aluainua 
t oxide mid 

lhoydits *1 quarts 
Portland saaant 6 quarts 
astir 44/4 "Arts 
Samdust (soaked) 12 quarts 
Sand . 8 quarts 
Portland seelent 4 quarts 
Water + 201/2 =arta 
Perm 6 quarts 
Portland moment 4 quarts 
wow, e it quarto 

Sidewalk grain (silo 8/18) lel 
Comsat. (soft) - 3 quarts 

tIMOMIINM.M1011... 

t Same 

$ 

qtr. t 

Sams 

Same 

Same 

Sams 

1 aggregate 

$ 

0 s Durant% 

Amery aggregate 4 quarts 
s tory $0 . 1/3 qu art 
s P 
%ortland 

sament 111/111 quarts 
liter 

s Duremill 4 quarts 
s Portland servant 4 quarts 

Wood float, 
thon apply 
satory 
end trowel 

s weed float 

R 

Alundum 
$ 

s Oalsima 
s shleride 

$ 

2 

Griptrsd 

Alumdua . 4 quarts 
Portland semen% . 11.1/W sports 
Water . 1 "tart 
Sand 18 quarts 
Portland *secant 6 quarts 
Calcium Shleride (granular) 0.3 lb.s 
wow 211, Waste 

s Same 
$ 

Comers/al heavy liquid preparation 
that somas ready to apply. With 
netohed trowel applied one seat to 
clean surfeits of sentsrsts. After 
this dried, essond twat was applied 
with smooth trowel. 

Smooth 
s trowel 
$ 

: Plywood s Ready or use 

s Pine 0 ruse 

eturel 

Creosote 

rig, 4. Identification of mixes used in experiment, materials 
included, proportions of materials used end finishes applied to sur 
facie of specimens: 



PRESENTATION OF EXPERIME, AL DATA 

Pxperimental data obtained by test ng the twenty different 

groups of dairy barn floor specimens for slipperiness indicate 

that some materiale arc decidedly suaerior to others in their 

ability to resist elipperiness. 

In order to more adequately portray findings, results were 

tablAated sad are graphically presented in Plate I, Flgs. 5 6, 

7 and 8 and Plate II, Pte. 0, 10, 11 and 12. In addition to 

Showing detailed results in these graphs, a dry test avereze is 

rtcvn '7,1st 1, Ti. 3, while the wet tot averei:;c= is presented 

in Plate TT, 1'ii7, 1P. Since it ir obvious that loth wet and dry 

eonlitions would not exit on a riven floor area at the same 

time, no attempt was made to combine data for wet and dry tests. 

Results of Tests Condneted on Dry Specimens 

Ar is ehown in Plate I, Fig. 3, the material found to Isve 

the hilnest average coefficient of friction When testa7 under dry 

cenditions was griptred. The high coefficient of 1.05 for t'lla 

material indicates that slipsln7 was difficult to pro:Ines. 

Ranking nest in order of friction coefficients was 0/16 

aluminum oxide sidewalk grain with a coefficient of 00 When dry. 

This material was used as a topping on concrete base and, as is 

shown in Plate I, Figs. 5 and 7, rated well both before and after 

wear. 

The third place material was a sawdust preparation (rix G) 
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with the coeffioient of friction being .81. It mitt be men. 

tionod that coefficients of friction were more uniform :or the 

three dry testa conducted on this material than for any ether ma. 

teriel inoluded in the experinent, thee° being 0.82, 0.73 and 

0.82. It dhould be pointed out, however, that specieens of this 

material wore rapidly when placed upon the wear machine and that 

wear produced was of an irregular nature, It Is thought that 

perhaps the irregular worn surface accounted in part for the 

favorable performance of the naterial under worn oonditions. In 

addition to rapid wear, 't appeared that the high proportion of 

sawdust in the mix caused insufficient binding on the part of the 

cement to permit the speoilens to be cleaned an high qualiter. 

Duromit aggregate and emery aggregate each had a friction 

coefficient of 0.80 for fourth place in the dry test, These ma- 

terials wore used to top concrete bases, and appeared to stand up 

exceptionally well When rubjeeted to wear, as approxleately 170 

hours were required for the wear machine to prothioe aaffial(int 

wear for conducting the teat. 

It war determined that coefficients of friction for other 

materials gradually declined until pine blocks and elywoocl were 

reached, and then a madden decline was noted, Friction coef- 

ficients for these two nateriale were 0,20 and 0.25, the former 

for pine blocks and the latter for plywood. It should be pointed 

out, however, that plywood manufacturers do not reoammend their 

product for this particular use. 
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7esulte s CendnoteC on Dry Worn F7pee1mens 

.nce floors retain their original finish for only a com- 

paratively short part of their period of usefulness, and since it 

is generelly conceded that the trouble from slipperiness is 

greater of they nave been worn to a smooth surface, results of 

tests neder dry worn conditions are considered of importance. 

Results of tests conduoted on dry worn specimens (Plate 

Fie. 7) reveal that a sawdust preparation (Flu. 4, Mix 0 had a 
higher coefficient of friction than did the other materials 

tested. Another sawdust mix of different proportion (Fig. 4, 

mix -TO was found to rank second. It was of considerably Wher 

quality than Mix a because of the hi4fner proportion of cenent 

used. This woul0 ne2,0 it morn expensive than the first rankifee 

specimens, but it is nossible that the extra expense woul be 

ustified. by the added quality of the product. 

Next in order was duromit aggregate, one of to o topping ma- 

terials used in the exnerteent. This material appeared to be ex. 

oeedingly resistant to wear. 

Rankine fourth in the dry worn test was sonolite, a material 

liaht in weight and easy to wear we . placed upon the wear ma- 

chine. This material also appeare1 spongy when mixed for placiag 

in forms. 

The fifth place material wu aluminum oxide sidewalk grain, 

a topping material that appeared to be very resistant to wear. 



Ranges in coefficients of friction for this phase of the 

test ranged from a high of 0.02 to a low of 0.31, a significant 

feature bein7, that high and low coeffieients were obtained from 

lifferent mixes (Fig. 7) of the 'same material,. the difference 

in" caused by varied proportions. Since sawdust varied this much 

in the tests, it was apparently ono of the materials that should 

be carefully studied before beine w t t into actual use. 

Resulte of Tests Conducted on Wet S eacisnens 

Before Lein e: subjected to testa in this talc phase of the expert. 

ment, all specimens were soaked in water to be eure that t ,ey were 

thorou wet. Any erecimons show1n a tendency to become dry 

prior to completion of tests were again moistened for the purpose 

of maine uniform testes 

Contrary to Went mleht leave been expected, some materiale had 

higher coefficients of friction When tested wet ("late II, Figs. 

9, 10 ane 11) than when tested under dry conditions. 

As was the case in dry test, the riptred material 

high t averse coefficient of friction with 1.00. It also ap- 

peared to be very resistant to moisture absorption, as it would 

not reteln water upon the surface when tilted at an angle. 

Aluminum oxide sidewalk grain was second with a coefficient 

of 0.89. eorn ferem and emery agregate tied for taxi rd place at 

0.88$ both of those being materials used for topping. 

Three materiale tied for fourth place with coefficients of 

0.07, these being haydite, clunkt2r1 and the concrete with celcium 

chloride hardener. In fifth place, with a coefficient of fr c- 
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tion of 0.86, was the weak mix of concrete, being composed of 

five parts of sand to one of cement. 

Variations for coefficients ranged from the griptred high of 

1.00 to the low for pine blocks of 0.53. 

Tests Conducted on Wet Worn Specimens 

Inasmuch as practically all dairy barn floors are eventually 

used in a worn condition, and many of them are used by animals 

while at least some part of their area is wet, testing worn 

specimens while in a wet condition was considered of importance. 

In this phase of the experiment, one of the sawdust prepara- 

tions had the hiEhest coefficient of friction (Plate II, Fig. 11) 

with 0.89. It should be mentioned that this material did not ap- 

pear to be very resistant to wear, as it readily showed signs of 

wear hen placed on the wear machine prior to test. 

Second in the test was Holm ferem, one of the toppias ma- 

terials, with a coefficient of friction of 0.63. This material 

was exceedingly resistant to wear when subjected to the wear ma- 

chine action. 

Tied for third place were emery aggregate and alundum, both 

topping materials with coefficients of 0.81. They were both ex- 

ceedingly resistant to wear. 

Haydite was fourth with a coefficient of 0.79. This ma- 

terial is reputed to be light in weight but etrong. 

Duromit agreeegate and the concrete with 'calcium chloride 

hardener were in fifth place with coefficients of friction of 

0.78. 
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1,xtremes ranged from a high of 0.89 to a low ef 0.51, both 

which ore different mixes and proportions of sawdw7t. 

SIT AID CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the degree 

of slipperiness of various materials regarded as desirable for 
use as dairy barn floors. 

In conducting the investigation amall floor pocizione were 

made zos being 12 inches long, eight inche wide and two Inch.. 

es . In order to obtain more desirable finishes, a wood 

float was used as the finishing tool for all specimens except 

those of pine blocks, plywood, rTiptred, emery aggregate and cal- 

cJ.um chloride in concrete. Pine blocks and plywood were use:: as 

manufactured, griptred and emery aggregate were given a trowel 

finish and calcium chloride specineas were iv n a broom finish. 

hiaes wore designed and constructed for producing wear on 

specimens to be tested in the worn condition and for testing for 

slipperiness. The wear machine acco=odated twelve specimen; at 

one tie these being 'worn by means of azall concrete blocks with 

carborunituu dust wearing surfaces. 

The machine for conducting Slipperiness tests was capab le of 

applying and registering normal and slidin force by means of 

levers and balances. in order to male tests nearer identical to 

actual a onditionw, foot of a oow was obtained and used on the 

lippeL ness machine. This foot was ountod on the oashine and 

was used to contact the specimens tested. 

In conducting slipperiness tests, normal force was applied to 
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the foot as it rested on the specimen beL tested, and as pres- 

sure was applied to a lever horizontally, the amount of sliding 

force required to produce slipping was recorded. 

All specimens were tested both wet a .c. dry, these conditions 

existing on dairy farms of the country. In addition, most spool- 

rip were tested as worn specimens, since practically all dairy 

bern floors are /Azad throughout mot their period of useful- 

ness in such condition. 

y the use of data obtained these tests, the coefficient 

of friction was determined for each of the twenty different mixes 

or materials included in the erpertment. The formule used de- 

tereine the coefficient of friction was as .fsllowas 

or 
Slidin fora 

force 

e coefficient of trictiol mood for materials for 

top unworn surfaces, bottom surface a<a <t for top worn surfaces, 

both wet and dry. i ace wet and dry cone itions would not occur 

sieultaneously results were not com for them. Composite 

coefficients of friction were obtained for the three tests under 

both wet and dry conditions. 

Resultr of the investleat t. rf waled t er red had the 

est coefficient of friction of any of the matoriatr r. ed, this 

material leadine in bo-' dry and wet tests with friction coef- 

ficients of 1.0:. and 1.00, respectively. 

Thin material was not subjected. to wear, as it was Iven. 

smooth trowel finish, and was, therefore, considered to be Pally 

as satoot a it woulO become nnfler conditions of wear. Althouoh 
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its ability to withstand wear is unknown, it should be mentioned 

that repeat applications could be made if necessary with little 

difficulty, as material dries readily when applied. It apeears 

to be resistant to moisture absorption. 

There was a conflict in results for a second place material, 

as is reasonable to expect. Aluminum oxide sidewalk grain ranked 

second in average friction coefficient for both wet and dry 

tests, but fourth for wet test under worn condition and fifth for 

dry test under worn condition. Horn foram ranked second for wet 

test under worn condition, and was one of four materials in sixth 

place for dry test When worn. One of the pine sawdust mixes was 

second when tested dry after having been worn. Those results in- 

dicate that conditions under Which a floor will be used Should 

Probably be of cotIsiderable importa71ce in selecting material for 

maxtiun efficiency. 

'7ince injuries sustained from slipping occur most frequently 

When cows are moving across treacherous surfaces, it appears that 

results of this study might well be considered in planning; 

floors, alleys or walkways where ems do moat, of their walking. 

Plans for futre use might include to advantage squer walking 

surfaces for cows even though the stanchion platform might be of 

an entirely different composition. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 

Fig. 5. Coefficient of friction for top unworn surface of dry 

specimens. 

A. Heavy bars indicate dry specimen ratings, while light 
bars show wet rating for same specimens. 

B. Mixes of specimens shown in "Mix" column identified 
in jail,. 4. 

C. Column headed "Rank" used to designate order of desira- 
bility from slipperiness standpoint. 

Fig. 6. Coefficient of friction for bottom of dry specimens. 

A. Heavy bars indicate dry specimen ratings, while light 
bars show wet rating for same specimens. 

B. Mixes of specimens shown in "Mix" column identified 
in Fig. 4. 

C. Column headed "Rank" used to designate order of de- 
sirability from slipperiness standpoint. 

Fig. 7. Coefficient of friction for top worn surface of dry 
specimens. 

A. Heavy bars indicate dry specimen ratings, while light 
bars show wet rating for same specimens. 

B. Mixes of specimens shown in .uix" column identified 
in Fig. 4. 

C. ColUMn headed "Rank" used to designate order of de- 
sirability from slipperiness standpoint. 

Fig. B. Average coefficient of friction for all dry specimens. 

A. Heavy bars indicate dry specimen ratings, while light 
bars show wet rating for same specimens. 

B. Mixes of specimens shown in "Mix" column identified 
in Fig. 4. 

C. Column headed "Rank" used to designate order of de- 
sirability from slipperiness standpoint. 
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EXP Mai Of' P TE II 

Fig. 9. Coefficient of friction for top unworn surface of wet 
speciens. 

A. 'Leavy bars indicate wet speoimen ratings, While 
11:71t bars show dry rating for same specimens. 

B. Mixes of specimens anown in "A' column ideati 
lied in Fig. 4. 

C. Column headed "Rank" used tt desiGnato order of de- 
sirability from slipperiness standpoint. 

Fig.10. Coefficient of friction for bottom of wet specimens. 

A. Heavy bare indicate wet specimen ratings, while 
light bare show dry rat1Nz, for same specimens. 

B. Mines of epeeimens shown In "Mix" column Identi- 
fied in Fig. 4. 

Column heeded "Rank" used to designate order of de- 
- sirability from elipperiaose standpoint. 

Coeffieleat of fri for top wo xA surface L wet 
specimens. 

A. Heavy bars indicate wet specimen rati tes, Wall() 

light bars Show dry rati7k2 for same specians, 

B. Mixes of speotmens shown in Ix" column identi- 
fied in Fig. 4. 

C. Column headed "Rank" used us l to desinate order de- 
sirability from slipperl, s standpoint. 

Flg.12. Average coefficient of friction for all wet specimens. 

A. Heavy bare indiaate est spent neon ratings, while 
light bars *haw dry rating for same specimens. 

B. Mixes of specimens Chown in "Mix" column Identi- 
fied in Fig. 4. 

C. Column headed "Rank" umed to designate order of de- 
lirabillty from slipperiness standpoint. 
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It was orlinall7 planned to make a more comprehensive study 

of the dairy barn floor problem than that embraced by this report, 

but the tine allotte'3, for the completion of an undertakin7 for 

which there was little cr no previous research was insufficient 

for a satisfactory completion of outlined procedure. The original 

plan included the testini,j; of floor material s seeimens for thermal 

conductivity, moisture absorption, freeslw; and thawing wear, 

compression and slipperiness. 

For the moisture absorption tests it was planned to record 

the welijits of oven-dr7 3 x 6 inch cylinders (Vic. 1), so61k them. 

in water and remove and weigh for the amount of moisture absorbed 

for the material. 

n testing for thermal conductivity, the plan was to mold 

specimens of material to be used that woul& be 13 x 18 x 1.1/2 

inches nn test by use of a guarded hot plate. 

The compression tests were to have been conductel usins, 

the sae rules made for the moisture absorption test after the 

moisture absorption tests had been completed. Amount of pressure 

required to cause the brea do oa sariples was to have been used in 

calculating results. 

For freezing and thawin tests, it was planned to intermit- 

tently freeze and thaw specimens and, by observation, determine 

the ability of the several materials to withstand the extremes of 

temperature. 
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ear tests were planned, spectlens intended for use being 

those usel in the slipperiness tests. The machine used for the 

smooth inc of specimens for slipperiness investigations could lave 

been used to produce the required degree of wear, althouh it is 

possible that some device for producing wear at a faster rate 

might be used to advantage. 


